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Foam mobile unit 80120 15/05/15 Benz. 1/AS 1/1

“EFESTO” 100 Lt Mobile Foam Unit

Cod. 80120

Code Coupling Tank Foam Induction Flow

DN Capacity type Rate Rate

[L] % [L/min.]

80120 45 100 AFFF Fixed 3% 200

80120_1 70 100 AFFF Fixed 3% 400

80120_2 45 100 Fluoro P. Fixed 3% 200

80120_3 70 100 Fluoro P. Fixed 3% 400

80120_4 45 100 Proteinic Fixed 3% 200

80120_5 70 100 Proteinic Fixed 3% 400

Models and Technical Characteristics
1 Nozzle, Low expansion models

EFESTO mobile foam unit is our brand new professional fire

fighting tool, perfect for all those high risk situations, such as

flamable liquid storages and wood/paper warehouses.

EFESTO’s core is the 100 liters foaming liquid tank made in

polypropylene, and everything is build around this: the system

comprises a mixer, 2 high quality fire hoses, a low expansion
nozzle (some models mount also a medium expansion nozzle),

everything fitted in a strong and versatile structure which grants

a proper handling.

Water, coming from a pillar hydrant or from another similar

source, passes through the mixer which, thanks to Venturi

effect, it’s able to draw the correct foaming liquid quantity and

mix it with water: mixer is set to 3%, meaning that for

every 100 liters of water, 3 liters of foam are drawn.

Water-foam mixture flows through the hose to the low expansion

nozzle, where air is added to obtain an expansion ratio of 8:1,

to attack the fire with a light but efficient foam: this particular
foam floats on flammable liquid, decreasing drastically the

formation of flammable gasses and preventing the combustion

to proceed.

EFESTO’s models equipped with Synthetic and Universal AR

foaming liquid, developed for a high level, professional use, are

equipped with a medium expansion nozzle, designed to

generate a 70:1 expansion ratio and with an adjustable mixer.

EFESTO is designed with DN 45 and DN 70 couplings: other

standards available according to customer’s request

(STORZ, BSS…)

Minimum working pressure 3,5 bar, recommended working

pressure 5/12 bar - if water pressure is below 3,5 bar is suggested
the use of, a online motorpump, codes 98604 or 98605.

Standard components:

- 10 mt fire hose (to connect EFESTO to water supply)

- 20 mt fire hose (to connect EFESTO to low/med.

expansion nozzle)
- 1 foam mixer

- Low expansion nozzle

- Medium expansion nozzle (only some models)

- Foaming liquid tank and steel structure

- Universal spanner Cod. 69001.
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Weights and Dimension

- Height : 1000 mm

- Width : 800 mm

- Depth : 1100 mm

- Wheels diameter : 400 mm

-  Weight : 160 kg

Medium expansion

branchpipe

Low expansion

branchpipe

Special version with Low and Medium expansion

foam branchpipe.

Venting valve

with filter

Transparent foam

liquid pipe

Cap diameter 210 mm

with gasket

Internal Deeptube

with filter

Code Coupling Tank Foam Induction Flow

DN Capacity type Rate Rate

[L] % [L/min.]

80120_6 45 100 Synthetic Adjustable 3÷6% 200

80120_7 70 100 Synthetic Adjustable 3÷6% 400

80120_8 45 100 Universal AR Adjustable 3÷6% 200

80120_9 70 100 Universal AR Adjustable 3÷6% 400

2 Nozzles, Low & Medium expansion models

Draining Cap 1 1/4”


